Thank you for participating in this survey. All of your answers are completely confidential and anonymous. Please answer every question as truthfully as possible. This is not a race! Take your time to read each question and provide your honest opinion. Thank you very much.

S1. Record language of survey

- English ................................................................. 1
- Spanish ................................................................. 2
- Chinese (simplified) .................................................. 3
- Chinese (traditional) .................................................. 4
- Korean ................................................................. 5
- Vietnamese ............................................................. 6

In order to make sure we have a representative sample of everyone across America, let’s start with a few basic demographic questions to ensure this study is inclusive of all Americans:

[ALLOW MULTIPLE]

S2. Race / Ethnicity

- White, not-Hispanic .................................................. 1
- Hispanic or Latino .................................................... 2
- Black or African American ......................................... 3
- Asian American ........................................................ 4
- Middle Eastern or Arab [TERM] .................................. 5
- American Indian/Native American [TERM] ............... 6
- Other [GO to S2BLA] .................................................. 7

IF S2 = “Other”

S2B. If Sample=Black, Do you consider any part of your race or ethnicity to be African-American?

S2L. If Sample=Latino, Do you consider any part of your race or ethnicity to be Hispanic or Latino?

S2A. If Sample=Asian, Do you consider any part of your race or ethnicity to be Asian, Hawaiian or Pacific Islander?

- Yes ........................................................................... 1
- No [TERM] .......................................................... 2

S3. Gender

- Female ......................................................................... 1
- Male ............................................................................ 2
- Other ........................................................................... 3

S4. Please select your current state of residence

Drop down with all 50 states + DC

S5. Are you currently registered to vote here in [INSERT ANS FROM STATE]?

- Yes, ............................................................................. 1
- No, not registered ...................................................... 2

S6. In what year were you born?

19 __ __
S7. Were you born in the United States, [if Latino “on the Island of Puerto Rico,”] or another country?

United States.................................................................1
Another country...........................................................2
Puerto Rico.................................................................3

S8. [IF ASIAN] Asian Americans come from a diversity of backgrounds. What do you consider to be your primary ethnicity or family ancestry:

Chinese ................................................................. 1
Taiwanese ............................................................... 2
Indian ................................................................. 3
Korean ................................................................. 4
Filipino ............................................................... 5
Vietnamese ......................................................... 6
Japanese ............................................................ 7
Pakistani ............................................................. 8
Thai ................................................................. 9
Iranian ........................................................... 10
Bangladeshi ....................................................... 11
Laotian .............................................................. 12
Cambodian ....................................................... 13
Other: SPECIFY .................................................. 14


S9. [IF BLACK] Some African Americans are part of immigrant communities that are newer to America while others have roots in American for generations going back to slavery. How about you? Do you, or part of your family trace your ancestry to:

Roots in America for many generations.........................1
Nigeria ...................................................................... 2
Ethiopia .................................................................... 3
Egypt ................................................................. 4
Ghana ................................................................. 5
Kenya ...................................................................... 6
Liberia ................................................................. 7
Somalia .................................................................... 8
Other country in Africa .............................................. 9
Jamaica .................................................................. 10
Haiti ........................................................................ 11
Trinidad and Tobago .................................................. 12
Barbados .................................................................. 13
Other country in Caribbean ....................................... 14
Other country: SPECIFY ......................................... 15
S10. [IF LATINO]. Hispanics and Latinos have their roots in many different countries in Latin America. To what country do you or your family trace your ancestry?

Argentina....................................................................................1
Bolivia.........................................................................................2
Chile............................................................................................3
Colombia....................................................................................4
Costa Rica...................................................................................5
Cuba............................................................................................6
Dominican Republic.....................................................................7
Ecuador.........................................................................................8
El Salvador...................................................................................9
Guatemala..................................................................................10
Honduras.....................................................................................11
Mexico.........................................................................................12
Nicaragua...................................................................................13
Panama.........................................................................................14
Paraguay.......................................................................................15
Peru..............................................................................................16
Puerto Rico..................................................................................17
Uruguay........................................................................................18
Venezuela....................................................................................19
Spain / Spanish...........................................................................20
Other country [SPECIFY].........................................................21

Okay – great! Let’s move on to the main survey

**Question lettering note:**
S=Screening questions
C=Common question asked of all racial groups
L=Asked of Latinos
B=Asked of Blacks
A=Asked of Asian Americans
W=Asked of White, non-Hispanics
On the whole, what are the most important issues facing your community that you think the President and Congress should address? [MAY SELECT ONE OR TWO / RANDOMIZE]

_1 Job creation / improve economy .................................0, 1
_2 Wages / Incomes / Minimum wage ...............................0, 1
_3 Immigration reform .....................................................0, 1
_4 K-12 education / schools .............................................0, 1
_5 Health care .................................................................0, 1
_6 Terrorism / ISIS / Foreign policy ..................................0, 1
_7 Housing / Affordable housing ......................................0, 1
_8 College affordability ....................................................0, 1
_9 Corruption in government / Special interests .................0, 1
_10 Racism and race relations ..........................................0, 1
_11 Climate change / Global warming / Environment ..........0, 1
_12 Abortion / Women’s reproductive health .....................0, 1
_13 Taxes / Government spending ....................................0, 1
_14 Criminal justice reform / Police issues .........................0, 1
_15 Something else .........................................................0, 1

Please indicate if you have a favorable view or unfavorable view of each person. If you haven't heard of them or are unfamiliar with them, that's fine. GRID – 1 SCREEN

[C2] Barack Obama
[C3] Michelle Obama
[C4] Hillary Clinton
[C5] Tim Kaine
[C6] Donald Trump
[C7] Mike Pence
[C8] Bernie Sanders
[C9] Bill Clinton
[C10] Gary Johnson
[C11] Jill Stein

Very favorable .................................................................1
Somewhat favorable .......................................................2
Somewhat unfavorable ....................................................3
Very unfavorable ............................................................4
Not familiar with them ...................................................5

[C12] [IF REG AT S5=1] This year a lot of people said they did NOT vote in the election, because they were just too busy, not that interested in politics, or frankly don't like their choices. How about you? Would the official vote records for {INSERT STATE} indicate that you voted in 2016 election, or like many people, did you skip this one?

Yes, I voted .................................................................1
No, I did NOT vote .......................................................2
[C13] [IF C12=1] Did you vote by mail or absentee ballot, vote early in person, or vote at your precinct on Election Day?

- Voted by mail or absentee ballot ................................... 1
- Voted early in person ...................................................... 2
- Voted at my precinct on Election Day ......................... 3

[C14] In the election for President of the United States

[IF C12=1 did you vote for: rotate list: Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump, Gary Johnson, Jill Stein]
[IF C12=2 or S5=2 even if you did not vote, who did you support the most: rotate list: Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump, Gary Johnson, Jill Stein]

- Hillary Clinton .......................................................... 1
- Donald Trump ............................................................. 2
- Gary Johnson................................................................ 3
- Jill Stein .............................................................................. 4
- Someone else .................................................................... 5

[C15] In the election for Congress, for your local House district

[IF C12=1 did you vote for: rotate list: the Democratic candidate, or the Republican candidate]
[IF C12=2 or S5=2 even if you did not vote, did you support: rotate: the Democratic candidate, or the Republican candidate]?

- Democratic candidate for Congress .............................. 1
- Republican candidate for Congress ............................... 2
- Someone else .................................................................... 3

[BL16] [If S5=2] What is the main reason you are not registered to vote? [MAY SELECT ONE OR TWO]  
Rotate Responses and record order of statements

- First mention
  bl16_first
  - Not eligible to vote ..................................................... 1
  - Did not know where, when, or how to register ....... 2
  - Did not have the required identification .............. 3
  - Difficulty with English ........................................ 4
  - I have no interest in registering to vote .......... 5

- Second mention
  bl16_second

[BL17] [If C12=2] What were the main reasons you did not vote in the 2016 elections? [MAY SELECT ONE OR TWO]  
Rotate Responses and record order of statements

- First mention
  bl17_first
  - Difficulty with English ........................................ 1
  - Did not know where or how to vote ................... 2
  - I did not like any of the candidates .................. 3
  - Illness or disability .................................................. 4
- Second mention
  bl17_second
  - I would not have felt safe voting ...................... 5
  - Childcare issues ...................................................... 6
  - Transportation problems ................................... 7
  - Inconvenient hours ............................................... 8
  - Polling place or lines too long ....................... 9
  - Bad weather conditions ................................. 10
  - I did not feel well informed on the issues ...... 11
[CONDITION A. NO REMINDER (CONTROL)]
[NO INFO PROVIDED; SKIP TO “ALL SUBJECTS THEN ASKED” L20]

CONDITION B
[L18] In some U.S. states, presidential elections are very competitive and few votes separate the winner from the loser. In other states, presidential elections are not at all competitive and many votes separate the winner from the loser.

Thinking about the recent U.S. presidential election in [R STATE], how competitive would you say the election was?

- Very competitive……..1
- Somewhat competitive……..1
- Not at all competitive……..1

[L19] Still thinking about the recent U.S. presidential election in [R STATE], did you see or hear any political advertisements, campaign speeches or candidate remarks that were targeting the [HISPANIC/LATINO] community?

- Yes, a great deal……..1
- Yes, a lot............2
- Yes, some............3
- Yes, a little............4
- No, not at all............5
- Don’t remember............6

CONDITION C
[L18] In some U.S. states, presidential elections are very competitive and few votes separate the winner from the loser. In other states, presidential elections are not at all competitive and many votes separate the winner from the loser.

When elections in [R STATE] are competitive, past research shows that individual voters like you can make a difference to who wins or loses.

Thinking about the recent U.S. presidential election in [R STATE], how competitive would you say the election was?

- Very competitive........1
- Somewhat competitive........2
- Not at all competitive........3

[L19] Still thinking about the recent U.S. presidential election in [R STATE], did you see or hear any political advertisements, campaign speeches or candidate remarks that were targeting the [RACE/ETHNICITY] community?

- Yes, a great deal........1
- Yes, a lot............2
- Yes, some............3
- Yes, a little............4
- No, not at all............5
- Don’t remember............6
CONDITION D

[L18] In some U.S. states, presidential elections are very competitive and few votes separate the winner from the loser. In other states, presidential elections are not at all competitive and many votes separate the winner from the loser.

When elections in [R STATE] are competitive, past research shows that [R RACE/ETHNICITY] voters like you can make a difference to who wins or loses.

Thinking about the recent U.S. presidential election in [R STATE], how competitive would you say the election was?

Very competitive........1
Somewhat competitive.......2
Not at all competitive........3

[L19] Still thinking about the recent U.S. presidential election in [R STATE], did you see or hear any political advertisements, campaign speeches or candidate remarks that were targeting the [R RACE/ETHNICITY] community?

Yes, a great deal.......1
Yes, a lot...........2
Yes, some.........3
Yes, a little........4
No, not at all.........5
Don’t remember........6

[L20] In thinking about which political parties and candidates to support, how much do you consider whether each party or candidate cares about the Latino community?

A great deal........1
A lot............2
Some..........3
A little........4
Not at all.........5

[L21] IF S5=1 In deciding whether or not to vote in the most recent presidential election, how much were you motivated by wanting to show solidarity and support for the Latino community?

A great deal........1
A lot............2
Some..........3
A little........4
Not at all.........5

[L22] How much can [HISPANICs/LATINOs] like you influence the outcome of elections?

A great deal........1
A lot............2
Some..........3
A little........4
Not at all.........5
[L.18] Thinking about the recent U.S. presidential election in [R STATE], how competitive would you say the election was?

Very competitive........1
Somewhat competitive........2
Not at all competitive........3

[L.19] Still thinking about the recent U.S. presidential election in [R STATE], did you see or hear any political advertisements, campaign speeches or candidate remarks that were targeting the [RACE/ETHNICITY] community?

Yes, a great deal........1
Yes, a lot........2
Yes, some........3
Yes, a little........4
No, not at all........5
Don’t remember........6

[C.23] In your opinion, are the economic conditions in the country getting better or worse?

Getting a lot better........................................................... 1
Getting a little better......................................................... 2
Getting a little worse ....................................................... 3
Getting a lot worse .......................................................... 4
Staying about the same..................................................... 5

[BLA.24] When it comes to news and current affairs? Would you say you watch TV or online news:

IF BLACK: Mostly mainstream ................................................................. 1
[B.24] More mainstream, but some Black oriented.............................. 2
Watch Black oriented and mainstream pretty equally ..................... 3
More Black oriented, but some mainstream .................................. 4
Mostly Black oriented ................................................................... 5
Never watch TV or online news ...................................................... 6

IF ASIAN: Mostly mainstream American.................................................. 1
[A.24] More mainstream, but some Asian or {ANS to S8} oriented.......... 2
Watch Asian oriented and mainstream pretty equally ..................... 3
More Asian or {ANS to S8} oriented, but some mainstream .......... 4
Mostly Asian or {ANS to S8} oriented .............................................. 5
Never watch TV or online news ...................................................... 6

IF LATINO: Mostly English-language................................................... 1
[L.24] More English, but some Spanish............................................. 2
Watch English & Spanish pretty equally ..................................... 3
More Spanish, but some English.................................................. 4
Mostly Spanish-language......................................................... 5
Never watch TV or online news..................................................... 6
[C25] Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent, or something else?

Republican................................................................. 1
Democrat ................................................................. 2
Independent ............................................................ 3
Other party .............................................................. 4

[C26] [IF C25=1 or 2] Do you consider yourself to be a strong {Dem/Rep}, or not?

Strong................................................................. 1
Not strong............................................................ 2

[C27] [IF C25=3-4] If you had to choose, do you consider yourself closer to the Republican party or the Democratic party?

Republican................................................................. 1
Democrat ................................................................. 2
Independent ............................................................ 3
Other party .............................................................. 4
Don’t know ............................................................ 88

[L28R] IF C25=1 Have you always called yourself a Republican, or did you used to call yourself a Democrat?

Always called yourself a {Democrat/Republican} .... 1
Used to called yourself a {Democrat/Republican} .... 2
Don’t Know(Vol).......................................................... 88

[L28D] IF C25=2 Have you always called yourself a Democrat, or did you used to call yourself a Republican?

Always called yourself a {Democrat/Republican} .... 1
Used to called yourself a {Democrat/Republican} .... 2
Don’t Know(Vol).......................................................... 88

[L29] IF C25=3/4 Have you always thought of yourself as an Independent, or did you used to think of yourself as closer to the Democratic or Republican parties?

Always thought of yourself as an Independent.......................... 1
Used to think of yourself as closer to the Democratic party ........... 2
Used to think of yourself as closer to the Republican party ............ 3
Don’t Know ...................................................................... 88

[L30R] IF C27=1 Have you always thought of yourself as closer to the Republican party, or did you used to think of yourself as closer to the Democratic party?

Always thought of yourself as closer to the {Democratic/Republican}party .... 1
Used to think of yourself as closer to the {Democratic/Republican}party .... 2
Don’t Know ...................................................................... 88

[L30D] IF C27=2 Have you always thought of yourself as closer to the Democratic party, or did you used to think of yourself as closer to the Republican party?

Always thought of yourself as closer to the {Democratic/Republican}party .... 1
Used to think of yourself as closer to the {Democratic/Republican}party .... 2
Don’t Know ...................................................................... 88
[C31] When it comes to politics, do you think of yourself as liberal, moderate, or conservative?

Very Liberal ................................................................. 1
Somewhat Liberal .......................................................... 2
Moderate ......................................................................... 3
Somewhat Conservative .................................................. 4
Very Conservative ......................................................... 5
None of these .................................................................. 6

[C32] Besides presidential elections, how often do you vote for state or local elections?

I usually skip state/local elections ................................. 1
I occasionally vote in state/local elections ................... 2
I vote in many state/local elections............................... 3
I vote in every single state/local election ..................... 4

[C33] Some people are very interested in politics while other people can’t stand politics, how about you? Are you…..

Very interested in politics ............................................... 1
Somewhat interested ........................................................ 2
Not that interested in politics ......................................... 3
Not at all interested in politics ....................................... 4

[C34] [IF C33=1 or 2] Do you remember how you became interested in politics? Was it during a political campaign or something you experienced? [CHECK ANY THAT APPLY]

_1 Presidential campaign ............................................ 0, 1
_2 State or Local campaign ........................................ 0, 1
_3 Something I experienced ....................................... 0, 1
_4 A major political event ........................................... 0, 1
_5 Other: SPECIFY [C34_other] .............................. 0, 1

[C35] [IF C33=3 or 4] Why do you think you are not interested in politics? [CHECK ANY THAT APPLY]

_1 The system is not responsive to people like me............ 0, 1
_2 Politics is too complicated...................................... 0, 1
_3 I don’t trust politicians............................................ 0, 1
_4 Politics doesn’t affect my personal life ...................... 0, 1
_5 Other: SPECIFY [C35_other] ............................. 0, 1

[A36] [IF S7=2] How closely have you followed news stories and other information about what is happening in Asia such as a story from Japan, Korea, China, India, Vietnam, and the Philippines?

Very closely................................................................. 1
Fairly closely............................................................... 2
Not too closely............................................................ 3
Not at all................................................................. 4
[L37] [IF S7=2] How closely have you followed news stories and other information about what is happening in Latin America such as a story from Mexico, Central America and South America?

Very closely…………………………………………….1
Fairly closely……………………………………………2
Not too closely…………………………………………3
Not at all……………………………………………….4

[C38] Which comes closest to your view about [SPLIT A: undocumented | B: illegal] immigrants who are already living and working in the U.S.?

Rotate Responses and Record Order:

They should be allowed to stay in their jobs and apply for U.S. citizenship ................. 1
They should be allowed to stay in their jobs, but temporarily......................................... 2
They should be required to leave their jobs and immediately leave the U.S ................. 3

Below is a list of statements about different policies. For each statement, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each policy.  Rotate Responses and record order of statements

GRID – 1 SCREEN

[C39] Undocumented immigrants should qualify for U.S. citizenship, if they meet certain requirements like paying back taxes and fines, learning English, and passing a background check.

[C40] We need an amendment to the U.S. Constitution that would ban gay marriages.

[C41] Immigration has an overall negative impact on the economy here in {STATE}.

[C42] The Federal Government should pass laws to combat the effects of climate change.

[C43] Middle-class families should get a tax cut by having the wealthiest families in America pay a little more in taxes.

[C44] Everyone should be required to obtain and then show a state-issued photo identification in order to vote on election-day.

[C45] The health care reform law, sometimes called Obamacare, should be amended and improved, not repealed.

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Agree......................................................................... 2
Neither agree nor disagree .............................................. 3
Disagree...................................................................... 4
Strongly disagree .......................................................... 5

[L46] Which political party do you think has a better approach to handling immigration policy?

Republican................................................................. 1
Democrat ................................................................. 2
Neither party is better than the other ...................... 3
[C47] How much of the time do you trust the Federal government in Washington D.C. to do what is right?

Just about always.............................................................. 1
Most of the time............................................................... 2
Only sometimes.............................................................. 3
Never at all........................................................................ 4

[C48] How about your LOCAL government in your city or town? How much of the time do you think you can trust the LOCAL government to do what is right?

Just about always.............................................................. 1
Most of the time............................................................... 2
Only sometimes.............................................................. 3
Never at all........................................................................ 4

[C49] Is there any political leader or any group or organization that you think looks out for your concerns, even if you are not a member of the organization?

Yes...................................................................................... 1
No ...................................................................................... 2

[C50] [If C49=1] Who?

SPECIFY ___________________________________

[C51] [If C49=1] Did this leader or someone in authority in the group ever suggest that you:

{GRID w C61} Personally vote for or against certain candidates in an election for public office?

Yes...................................................................................... 1
No ...................................................................................... 2

[C52] [If C49=1] {GRID w C60} Personally take some other action on a political issue or in an election?

Yes...................................................................................... 1
No ...................................................................................... 2

[C53] Do you participate in one or more than one social, cultural, civic, political group or union or do you not participate in the activities of any such groups?

Yes, one ................................................................. 1
Yes, more than one...................................................... 2
None ................................................................................. 3

[C54] [If C53=1 or 2] Do you regularly attend meetings and participate in the activities of any of these groups?

Yes...................................................................................... 1
No ...................................................................................... 2
[C55] [If C53=1 or 2] Do any of these organizations sometimes take stands on any public issues – either locally or nationally?

Yes ...................................................................................... 1
No ...................................................................................... 2
Don't Know................................................................. 88

In the last twelve months, have you… GRID – 3 SCREENS (4 per)

Yes ...................................................................................... 1
No ...................................................................................... 2

[C56] Discussed politics with family and friends?

[C57] Worked for a candidate, political party, or some other campaign organization?

[C58] Contributed money to a candidate, political party, ballot issue, or some other campaign organization?

[C59] Worn a campaign button, or posted a campaign sign or sticker?

[C60] Contacted an elected representative or a government official in the U.S. in any way – such as through writing a letter, emailing, calling, or in person – about a policy or issue you care about?

[C61] Contacted in any way, such as by letter, telephone, internet, or in person, a government office about a problem you have or to get help or information?

[C62] Worked or cooperated with others to try to solve a problem affecting your city or neighborhood?

[C63] Attended a meeting to discuss issues facing the community?

[C64] Discussed a candidate or political issue on social media like Facebook or Twitter?

[C65] Discussed a candidate or political issue on social media such as [WeChat (reveal only for S8=Chinese)] [Kakao Talk (reveal only for S8=Korean) [LINE (reveal only for S8 = Taiwanese or Japanese)] [Zalo (reveal only for S8=Vietnamese)] [Babble (reveal only for S8=Filipino)]?

[C66] Attended a protest march, demonstration, or rally?

[C67] Signed a petition regarding an issue or problem that concerns you?

[C67.B] IF C67=YES. Was that an online petition on the Internet, or a hard copy you signed in-person?

Online ................................................................. 1
Hard copy............................................................... 2

[C68] Boycotted a company or product for political reasons?

[C69] IF S7=2 or 3. Before you came to the United States, were you ever a member of a political party or organization or a participant in any other type of political activities in your home country?

Yes................................................................. 1
No................................................................. 2
[C70] IF S7=2 or 3. Since living in the United States, have you ever participated in any activity dealing with the politics of your home country?

Yes.........................................................1
No.........................................................2

Do people you care about, like your friends and family, think that each of the following political activities are important to do? For each of the following activities, do these people think doing it is very important, somewhat important, not that important, or do they think it is not at all important?

[C71] Voting in elections?
[C72] Donating money to campaigns or causes?
[C73] Working with others to solve community problems?
[C74] Attending protests for issues you care about?
[C75] Posting on the internet about issues you care about?
[C76] Contacting officials about issues you care about?

Very important ................................................................. 1
Somewhat important ....................................................... 2
Not that important .......................................................... 3
Not at all important ......................................................... 4
Don’t Know.................................................................... 88

[A77] Still thinking about your friends and family, how would you generally describe their political affiliation

Almost all Democrats ........................................................ 1
Mostly Democrats, but not all........................................... 2
More Democrat than Republican..................................... 3
Equally split between Democrats and Republicans.......... 4
More Republican than Democrat................................. 5
Mostly Republicans, but not all..................................... 6
Almost all Republicans ................................................... 7
Don’t have enough information to say ........................... 8

[C78] Have you been requested to serve for jury duty in the last 2 years?

Yes.............................................................................. 1
No.............................................................................. 2

[C79] [If C78=1] In your most recent request to serve for jury duty, were you selected to serve on the jury?

Yes.............................................................................. 1
No.............................................................................. 2

[C80] [C78=2] If not, was that because...

You asked to be excused from jury duty...................... 1
You were dismissed for some other reason ................. 2
You have not been asked.......................................... 3
C81] Over the past 12 months, were you asked to register or to vote by a candidate for office or a person working for a candidate, a representative of a political party, or someone from an organization working in your community?

- Yes................................................................. 1
- No........................................................................ 2
- Don’t know.................................................... 88

[C82] IF C81=YES. And were those people who contacted you… [ALLOW MULTIPLE]

- _1 White............................................................0, 1
- _2 Black...............................................................0, 1
- _3 Latino........................................................... 0, 1
- _4 Asian.............................................................. 0, 1
- _5 Don’t know ...................................................0, 1

LA83] IF C81=YES. Was the contact you received in…  Check all that apply

- _1 English ..........................................................0, 1
- _2 Spanish............................................................ 0, 1
- _3 An Asian language............................................ 0, 1

C84] Has anyone ever suggested that you run for a political office?

- Yes, someone has suggested............................ 1
- No, no one has ever suggested......................... 2
- Don’t Know.......................................................88

[C85] [If C84=1] Who suggested that you run for a political office? If more than one person suggested it, please choose as many responses as apply.

- _1 My spouse or partner........................................0, 1
- _2 A family member other than my spouse or partner........0, 1
- _3 An elected officeholder......................................0, 1
- _4 A leader or official from my political party..............0, 1
- _5 A friend, co-worker, or acquaintance....................0, 1
- _6 A leader of an organization I was active in..............0, 1
- _7 A member of my church....................................0, 1
- _8 Other: [SPECIFY] ............................................0, 1

[C86] [If C84=2 or 88] Have you ever thought about running for a political office?

- Yes, I have seriously considered it...................... 1
- Yes, it has cross my mind once or twice ............... 2
- No, I have never thought about it....................... 3
Now thinking about congressional candidates, do you think the following congressional candidates would represent your interests? Answer yes, no, or maybe to the following options. Rotate Responses

GRID – 1 SCREEN

[BL87] Hispanic man
[BL88] Hispanic woman
[BL89] White man
[BL90] White woman
[BL91] African American man
[BL92] African American woman
[BL93] Asian-American man
[BL94] Asian-American woman
[BL95] Muslim American man
[BL96] Muslim American woman

Yes, definitely ............................................................. 1
Yes, somewhat ........................................................... 2
Maybe ............................................................................. 3
No .................................................................................. 4

We learn about government and history from different people or sources. Who has explained to you about:

GRID – 1 SCREEN

[BA97] US President, Congress or Supreme Court
[BA98] Elections and Political Parties
[BA99] Boycotted a company or product for political reasons?
[BA100] Federal and local taxes
[BA101] Civil Rights Movement
[BA102] Gay Marriage in the United States

_1 Family members ................................................. 0, 1
_2 School...................................................................... 0, 1
_3 Friends ................................................................... 0, 1
_4 A community organization or church ................... 0, 1
_5 TV or the Internet ................................................. 0, 1
_6 I have not learned about this ............................... 0, 1

[Please randomly assign Asian Rs to one of the THREE conditions:]

[A103-1] Can you think of any occasions here in the U.S. when you felt excluded by Americans or American Society because you are Asian? Please choose all that apply: [Randomize the order of the first 5 options]

_1 In a store where you were shopping................................. 0, 1
_2 In a restaurant, bar, theater or other entertainment place........ 0, 1
_3 At your place of work.................................................. 0, 1
_4 In dealings with the police, such as traffic incidents.......... 0, 1
_5 While getting healthcare for yourself or a family member.... 0, 1
_6 Other situation.......................................................... 0, 1
_88 None, have not felt excluded .................. 0, 1
[A103-2] Can you think of any occasions when you felt included by Americans or American society? Please choose all that apply: [Randomize the order of the first 5 options]

1. In a store where you were shopping ........................................0, 1
2. In a restaurant, bar, theater or other entertainment place ..........0, 1
3. At your place of work ............................................................0, 1
4. In dealings with the police, such as traffic incidents ..............0, 1
5. While getting healthcare for yourself or a family member ......0, 1
6. Other situation .....................................................................0, 1
88. None, have not felt included ....................................................0, 1

[A103-3] {This is the control condition, skip directly to media question, A104}

[A104] We would like to know what news you feel like following right now. Please choose an outlet that you feel most like using at this moment. [Randomize first two options]

Some English-language News Outlets (i.e. CBS, The New York Times) .................................................1

Some Asian-language News Outlets (i.e. ethnic community media of your native language) .................2

Other .................................................................................3
None ..................................................................................99

[A105] On a 0-10 scale where 0 indicates not at all and 10 indicates quite a lot, please rate to what extent you think of yourself as each of the following: [Randomize the order of all options]

1. An American 0 – 10
2. An Asian American 0 – 10
3. An Asian 0 – 10
4. [ANS to S8] 0 – 10

Note: ½ GETS C106 HERE; ½ GETS C106 AFTER C110

[C106] How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: public officials don’t care much what people like me think?

Strongly agree .................................................................1
Agree ...........................................................................2
Neither agree nor disagree ..............................................3
Disagree .........................................................................4
Strongly disagree ..........................................................5
Next, I will ask you a few questions focused on how you feel you relate to other Americans and American society more broadly.

[C107] How strongly do you feel like you belong in the United States?

- Strongly belong ................................................................. 1
- Moderately belong ........................................................... 2
- Slightly belong ............................................................... 3
- Not at all belong ............................................................. 4

[C108] Most Americans value and respect your individual presence in the United States. Do you?

- Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
- Somewhat agree ............................................................. 2
- Somewhat disagree .......................................................... 3
- Strongly disagree ............................................................ 4

[C109] How much do you feel like an outsider in the United States?

- Strongly as an outsider .................................................... 1
- Moderately as an outsider ............................................... 2
- Slightly as an outsider ...................................................... 3
- Not at all as an outsider .................................................. 4

[C110] How often do you think that other people try to exclude you from U.S. society? [ROTATE]?

- Always ................................................................................ 1
- Very often ......................................................................... 2
- Rarely ................................................................................. 3
- Never ................................................................................. 4

During the 2016 election season, how often did you feel the following?

[C111] Afraid?
[C112] Angry?
[C113] Hopeful?
[C114] Proud?
[C115] Sad?

- All the time ......................................................................... 1
- Often .................................................................................. 2
- Sometimes ........................................................................ 3
- Never ................................................................................. 4
Over the past 2 weeks, how often have you experienced any of the following:

[A116] Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless?
[A117] Little interest or pleasure in doing things?

Not at all............................................................................ 1
Several days........................................................................ 2
More than half of the time ............................................. 3
Nearly every day.............................................................. 4

[C118] How often would you say public officials work hard to help [INSERT ANSWER S2]?

All the time........................................................................ 1
Most of the time............................................................... 2
About half of the time..................................................... 3
Rarely ................................................................................. 4
Never ................................................................................. 5

[C119] How often would you say [INSERT ANSWER S2] have a say in how government handles important issues?

All the time........................................................................ 1
Most of the time............................................................... 2
About half of the time..................................................... 3
Rarely ................................................................................. 4
Never ................................................................................. 5

[C120] How often would you say [INSERT ANSWER S2] elected to office can make changes for people in your racial group?

All the time........................................................................ 1
Most of the time............................................................... 2
About half of the time..................................................... 3
Rarely ................................................................................. 4
Never ................................................................................. 5

[C121] How much do you agree or disagree with the statement: Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated that a person like me can't really understand what's going on.

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Agree.............................................................................. 2
Neither agree nor disagree............................................ 3
Disagree ........................................................................... 4
Strongly disagree ......................................................... 5
Do you agree or disagree with the following statements.

[Rotate questions and Response Options]

[BW122] Generation after generation Latinos continue to have strong attachments to their country of origin.
[BW123] Most Latinos in our country today want to adopt American customs and way of life.
[BW124] The distinct nature of Latino culture and traditions enriches American culture for the better
[BW125] Even after several generations in America, Latinos continue to have a tendency to get involved in
gangs and organized crime
[BW126] Latinos rely on social welfare programs to maintain their families
[BW127] Latinos don’t value education and often times end up dropping out of high school
[BW128] Over the past few years, Latinos have gotten more economically than they deserve

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Somewhat agree ............................................................. 2
Somewhat disagree ......................................................... 3
Strongly disagree ............................................................ 4

[C129] When it comes to religion, do you consider yourself to be?

Catholic ................................................................. 1
Protestant ................................................................. 2
Christian ................................................................. 3
Muslim ................................................................. 4
Hindu ................................................................. 5
Buddhist ................................................................. 6
Atheist or agnostic ................................................... 7
Other: [SPECIFY] ..................................................... 8
None ................................................................. 9

[C130] [If C129=1-7] Do you consider yourself an evangelical or born-again?

Yes ................................................................. 1
No ................................................................. 2

[C131] [If C129=1-7] Do you attend religious service or gathering: at least every week, almost every week,
a few times a month, only a few times during the year, hardly ever or never?

At least every week ................................................. 1
Almost every week .................................................. 2
A few times a month ................................................ 3
Only a few times during the year .......................... 4
Hardly ever .......................................................... 5
Never ............................................................... 6

[BA132] IF C131=1,2,3 What is the full name of your current place of worship?

______________________________________________
[C133] [If = C131=1-3] Please indicate the approximate racial/ethnic composition of your place of religious worship or gathering. Responses must add up to 100 percent. *(Note: use a sliding scale that adds up to 100)*

_1 Percent White................................................... 0 – 100
_2 Percent Black ................................................... 0 – 100
_3 Percent Latino or Hispanic......................... 0 – 100
_4 Percent Asian ................................................... 0 – 100
_5 Percent Other ................................................. 0 – 100

[A134] Are most of the people at your place of worship or religious gatherings immigrants or U.S. born?

Mostly U.S. born.............................................................. 1
Mostly immigrants ........................................................... 2
Even mix of immigrants and U.S. born...................... 3
Don’t know....................................................................... 4

[A135] Do your parents share your same religious affiliation, [IF C129=9, including if you answered “none”?]?

Yes, both parents share religious affiliation .......... 1
Mother shares religious affiliation ....................... 2
Father shares religious affiliation ....................... 3
Neither parent shares religious affiliation.............. 4
Don’t Know............................................................. 88

[A136] How much is being {ANS to C129} an important part of how you see yourself, from 0 being not at all important to 10 being extremely important?

0 – 10

How similar would you say your political views are with most of the people in your:

[C137] Neighborhood
[C138] Job
[C139] Church
[C140] Volunteer organization

Very Similar................................................................. 1
Somewhat Similar..................................................... 2
Not Very Similar....................................................... 3
Not Similar At All...................................................... 4
Split Sample A: Do you think the millions of undocumented Mexican immigrants in the United States should be eligible for a pathway to citizenship, or do you think we should deport undocumented Mexican immigrants?

Split Sample B: Do you think the millions of undocumented immigrants in the United States should be eligible for a pathway to citizenship, or do you think we should deport undocumented immigrants?

- Strongly support pathway to citizenship ..................................................... 1
- Somewhat support pathway to citizenship ................................................. 2
- Strongly support deporting these immigrants ............................................ 3
- Somewhat support deporting these immigrants ........................................ 4

Flag Experiment

Condition A: Mexican Flags: This year there were a number of political rallies and marches supporting the right of undocumented immigrants to stay and work in the United States. At these rallies, demonstrators often waved the flags of Mexico. Do you support this or does this bother you?

Condition B: American Flags: This year there were a number of political rallies and marches supporting the right of undocumented immigrants to stay and work in the United States. At these rallies, demonstrators waved the American flag as well as flags of other countries. Do you support this or does this bother you?

- Strongly support ............................................................... 1
- Somewhat support ........................................................... 2
- Bothers me a lot ............................................................... 3
- Bothers me a little ............................................................ 4

Are you a member of any organization working to improve the status of African Americans?

- Yes................................................................................. 1
- No .................................................................................. 2

We are also interested in the different sources of information people have access to. In the last month have you...

- [B144] watched an African American TV program?
- [B145] visited an African American website or blog?

- Yes................................................................................. 1
- No .................................................................................. 2

Do you think {ANS to S2}:

- Have achieved racial equality.......................................... 1
- Will soon achieve racial equality .................................... 2
- Will not achieve racial equality in your lifetime........... 3
- Will never achieve racial equality................................... 4
[LA147] {ANS to S2} from diverse backgrounds make up a distinct racial group in the U.S.

   Strongly agree ............................................................. 1
   Agree.............................................................................. 2
   Neither agree nor disagree........................................... 3
   Disagree......................................................................... 4
   Strongly Disagree........................................................ 5

[B148] African Americans should have control over the economy in mostly black communities. Do you

   Strongly agree ............................................................. 1
   Agree.............................................................................. 2
   Neither agree nor disagree........................................... 3
   Disagree......................................................................... 4
   Strongly Disagree........................................................ 5

[B149] African Americans should have control over local politics in mostly black communities. Do you

   Strongly agree ............................................................. 1
   Agree.............................................................................. 2
   Neither agree nor disagree........................................... 3
   Disagree......................................................................... 4
   Strongly Disagree........................................................ 5

[C150] Do you think what happens generally to {ANS to S2} people in this country will have something to
do with what happens in your life?

   Yes................................................................................... 1
   No .................................................................................. 2

[C151] [If C150=1] Will it affect you:

   A lot ................................................................................ 1
   Some ............................................................................... 2
   Not very much ................................................................. 3

[C152] Some people feel positively about the link they have with their racial or ethnic group members, while
others feel negatively about the idea that their lives may be influenced by how well the larger group is doing.
Which comes closer to your feelings? Rotate Responses of first two options and record order of statements

   I feel positively about this link with my racial or ethnic group .......... 1
   I feel negatively about this link with my racial or ethnic group .......... 2
   Neither positive or negative.................................................. 3
[B153] Blacks should form their own political party. Do you…

Strongly agree .............................................................. 1
Agree............................................................................ 2
Neither agree nor disagree .............................................. 3
Disagree......................................................................... 4
Strongly Disagree .......................................................... 5

[B154] Please tell me which choice is most true for you:

Blacks form an ethnic group like Irish-Americans, Chinese-Americans, and other former immigrant groups ............................. 1
Black people form a nation within a nation .......................... 2

[BL155] Some people say that the nomination of Barack Obama for president of the United States suggests that racism no longer exists in American society and politics. Would you say that…

Racism remains a major problem in our society....................... 1
Racism exists today but is not a major problem......................... 2
Racism once existed but no longer exists in our society ........... 3

For the next question there will be two statements. Please indicate which statement is more true for you.

[B156] On the whole compared to white Americans, would you say that the economic position of black Americans is:

Much better........................................................................ 1
Somewhat better................................................................ 2
About the same.................................................................. 3
Somewhat worse................................................................ 4
Much worse........................................................................ 5

[B157] For the next question there will be two statements. Please indicate which statement is more true for you. Rotate 1-2

America’s economic system is fair to everyone ....................... 1
America’s economic system is unfair to poor people................. 2
Both are true...................................................................... 3
Neither are true.................................................................. 4

[C158] Do you think the federal government should or should not apologize to African Americans for the slavery that once existed in this country?

Should............................................................................. 1
Should not........................................................................ 2
Don’t know...................................................................... 88
[B159] Do you think the federal government should or should not pay money to African Americans whose ancestors were slaves as compensation for that slavery?

Should................................................................. 1
Should not............................................................. 2
Don’t know......................................................... 88

[B160] Do you think the federal government should or should not apologize to African Americans for the system of anti-black violence and legal segregation known as “Jim Crow”?

Should................................................................. 1
Should not............................................................. 2
Don’t know......................................................... 88

[B161] Do you think the federal government should or should not pay money to African Americans as compensation for the system of anti-black violence and legal segregation known as “Jim Crow”?

Should................................................................. 1
Should not............................................................. 2
Don’t know......................................................... 88

[B162] Do you think that reparations should or should not be paid to survivors and their descendants of the large, violent, 20th century anti-black riots such as those that occurred in Tulsa Oklahoma and Rosewood Florida?

Should................................................................. 1
Should not............................................................. 2
Don’t know......................................................... 88

Please indicate if the statement below is true for you.

[B163] The police are too much like just another gang to stop gang violence.

Yes................................................................. 1
No ................................................................. 2
Don’t know......................................................... 88

[B164] Should local governments like those in Ferguson, MO formally apologize for the police killings of unarmed Black men and women?

Should................................................................. 1
Should not............................................................. 2
Don’t know......................................................... 88
[B165] Since President Obama’s election, do you feel that whites have become more racially discriminatory and angry towards blacks?

- Yes.......................................................................................... 1
- No .............................................................................................. 2
- Don’t know ............................................................................. 88

[B166] [If B165=1] What do you feel most explains this increase in racial discrimination and anger towards blacks during the Obama presidency?

- The belief that blacks are advancing more than whites...................... 1
- The increase of black political protests movements.............................. 2
- The belief that blacks are becoming more competitive and moving into white spaces................................................................. 3

[B167] In your opinion, do you feel that President Obama has improved the quality of life and conditions of black people?

- No, he has not improved the conditions of black people................... 1
- About the same as other presidents...................................................... 2
- Yes, he has done a lot to improve the conditions of black people........ 3

[B168] When it comes to the Black Lives Matter movement which statement do you agree with more?

- They have forced politicians and the media to discuss openly issues about race that help race relations and the future of black peoples influence on politics................................................................. 1
- They have forced racial issues on the political agenda in a way that hurts race relations and the future of black people’s influence on politics................................................................. 2

[B169] Do you think that President Obama attempted to avoid political issues that may have helped black people, so that he would not offend whites?

- Yes.......................................................................................... 1
- No.............................................................................................. 2
- Don’t Know............................................................................. 3

[B170] [Same Screen as B169] What do you feel most explains why President Obama did this?

- To appear fair to all people, regardless of their race.............................. 1
- To downplay any future racial conflicts.............................................. 2
- Because he helped blacks behind the scenes...................................... 3
- He addressed black issues strategically to acquire support for their political interests................................................................. 4
[BL171] How important do you think it is to vote, compared to other political activities?

- The most important..................................................... 1
- More important than most.......................................... 2
- As important as other activities................................. 3
- Not as important.......................................................... 4
- Not important at all..................................................... 5

[BL172] Thinking about the people you are closest to, who are 18 or older, how many of them do you think voted in the November 2016 election?

- All................................................................................... 1
- Most................................................................................ 2
- Some............................................................................... 3
- None.............................................................................. 4

Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

[BL173] People like me are more likely to be stopped by police

[BL174] People like me are more likely to be arrested

[BL175] People like me are more likely to be sent to prison

- Strongly agree............................................................... 1
- Agree............................................................................... 2
- Neither agree nor disagree........................................... 3
- Disagree......................................................................... 4
- Strongly disagree.......................................................... 5

[BL176] How much impact do you think people like you can have in making your neighborhood a better place to live?

- A big impact................................................................. 1
- A moderate impact....................................................... 2
- A small impact............................................................. 3
- No impact at all........................................................... 4
- Don’t know..................................................................... 88
According to census statistics, white Americans have higher income, education attainment and homeownership rates than Black Americans. Of the following factors, please indicate whether or not each one is important or unimportant in explaining black-white disparities?

[B177] Racial discrimination against Blacks
[B178] Lower quality of schools in Black communities
[B179] Lack of effort by Blacks
[B180] Family instability in the Black community

Very important............................................................. 1
Somewhat important.................................................... 2
Not very important........................................................ 3
Not important at all...................................................... 4

[B181] Let’s say you were given $1,000 to contribute to one, two, or three of the following causes--how would you spend the money? Please slide the levers to select the amounts, must add up to $1,000.

_1 Black Lives Matter $ ______
_2 Blue Lives Matter (Police) $ ______
_3 All Lives Matter $ ______

[B182] Of the following statements, which do you agree with more?

Blacks should focus on making sure families have two parents.............................. 1
Blacks should focus on making sure all families are supported no matter their make-up................................................................. 2

How important is it for Blacks to address the challenges of the following groups:

[B183] Black gays and lesbians
[B184] Black transgender people
[B185] Black women
[B186] Black undocumented immigrants
[B187] Formerly incarcerated Black people

Not important at all..................................................... 1
Somewhat important.................................................... 2
Very important................................................................. 3

[A188] SPLIT A. Next, do you think affirmative action programs designed to increase the number of underrepresented minorities, such as African Americans and some Asian groups like Cambodian Americans, on college campuses are a good thing or a bad thing?

A good thing................................................................. 1
A bad thing................................................................. 2
No opinion................................................................. 3
[A189] SPLIT B Which of the following statements comes closer to your view about college admission decisions: a. “Applicants should be admitted solely on the basis of test scores, even if that results in few minority students being admitted,” or b. “An applicant’s racial and ethnic background should be considered to help promote diversity on college campuses, even if that means admitting some minority students who otherwise would not be admitted.”

Solely on the basis of test scores ................................................. 1  
Racial and ethnic background should be considered ............... 2  
Don’t Know ................................................................................. 88

For each of the following statements, please tell us your response:

[BLA190] What happens generally to immigrants in this country will have something to do with what happens in your life.

[BLA191] What happens generally to racial and ethnic minorities in this country will have something to do with what happens in your life.

A lot...................................................................... 1  
Some..................................................................... 2  
Not much ............................................................ 3  
Not at all .............................................................. 4  
Don't Know ...................................................... 88

[A192] How much is being {ANS to S8 / Asian ethnicity} an important part of how you see yourself?

[LA193] How much is being {ANS to S2} or {ANS to S2}-American an important part of how you see yourself?

Very important ................................................................. 1  
Somewhat important ....................................................... 2  
Not very important .......................................................... 3  
Not at all important ......................................................... 4

[C194] How much is being American an important part of how you see yourself?

Very important ................................................................. 1  
Somewhat important ....................................................... 2  
Not very important .......................................................... 3  
Not at all important ......................................................... 4
[A195] Now if you had to rank different identities you may have, how would you rank in order of importance to you identity being [rotate] [ANS to S8], [ANS to S2], or American

[L195] Now if you had to rank different identities you may have, how would you rank in order of importance to you identity being [rotate] [ANS to S10], [ANS to S2], or American

[Rank order 1 / 2 / 3]
_1 [ANS to S8/S10] ............................................ 1 / 2 / 3
_2 [ANS to S2] .................................................... 1 / 2 / 3
_3 American ......................................................... 1 / 2 / 3

[L196] In thinking about your identity and the way OTHER PEOPLE see you, do you think they would describe you?

THIS ITEM WAS CONVERTED INTO C373 NEAR END OF SURVEY

[L197] SPLIT A Do you agree or disagree that: even though we speak the same language and share certain cultural aspects there are many fundamental differences between [ANS to S10] and other Latinos

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Somewhat Agree .............................................................. 2
Somewhat Disagree ......................................................... 3
Strongly Disagree ............................................................. 4

[L198] SPLIT B Do you agree or disagree that even though we come from different countries Latinos share many fundamental interests that unite us.

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Somewhat Agree .............................................................. 2
Somewhat Disagree ......................................................... 3
Strongly Disagree ............................................................. 4


Almost always say “we” .................................................. 1
Mostly say “we”............................................................. 2
Mostly say “they”........................................................... 3
Almost always say “they?” ................................................ 4

[LA200] What happens generally to any [Latino / Asian] community in the U.S. will have something to do with what happens to all [Latino / Asian] communities in the U.S.

A lot ................................................................................... 1
Some .................................................................................. 2
Not much .......................................................................... 3
Not at all............................................................................ 4
[LA201] Please describe your first memory about politics?
     How old were you when this happened? DROP DOWN WITH AGE 1-99

[OPEN END BOX FOR TEXT]

[LA202] We are now interested in your sources of information for learning about politics in the U.S. Different people may rely on completely different sources so please rank the following seven items in order of their importance where 1 is most important and 7 is seventh most important for learning about politics in the U.S. [Randomize choices]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(    ) 1</td>
<td>Your children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(    ) 2</td>
<td>School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(    ) 3</td>
<td>Friends or co-workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(    ) 4</td>
<td>Prior experience before I emigrated to the US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(    ) 5</td>
<td>Your parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(    ) 6</td>
<td>Spanish/Asian language news media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(    ) 7</td>
<td>English language news media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How would you describe the partisan affiliation of your mother and father?

[LA203] Your mother  
Strongly supports Democrats .......................................... 1 ........................ Strong support Democrats  
Somewhat supports Democrats........................................ 2 ........................ Somewhat supports Democrats  
Somewhat supports Republicans ..................................... 3 ........................ Somewhat supports Republicans  
Strongly support Republicans ........................................ 4 ........................ Strongly supports Republicans  
Considers themselves Independent ................................ 5 ........................ Considers themselves Independent  
Does not support any political party at all ..................... 6 ........................ Does not support any political party  
I don’t know where they stand ........................................ 7 ........................ I don’t know where they stand

[LA204] Your father

Please indicate if you agree or disagree with each statement   GRID 1 – SCREEN

[BLA205] Immigrants who break the law should be forced to leave the U.S. and return to their countries of origin.

[BLA206] Racial profiling is sometimes necessary as a law enforcement tool (“Racial profiling” refers to targeting individuals from certain groups in the belief that they are more likely to commit crimes.)

[BLA207] Immigrants take jobs, housing, and healthcare away from people who were born in the U.S.

[BLA208] Refugees should receive greater assistance from the U.S. government.
[L209] To what extent does Donald Trump’s rise in popularity among many potential voters in the US cause you to consider working more closely with African Americans on resolving issues in your community?

- A lot ................................................................................... 1
- A moderate amount ......................................................... 2
- A little ................................................................................ 3
- None at all ......................................................................... 4

[L210A] SPLIT A The school voucher program provides government funded vouchers for tuition fees to help parents select any public or private school for their children. Supporters of this policy argue that it encourages all schools to provide better education and allows students to reach their full potential by going to a school of their choice. Opponents of this policy argue that it is bad for local public schools that already lack basic resources, and it could take even more money away from those students.

On a scale of 0 - 10, how much would you say you support school vouchers? 0 means you strongly oppose school vouchers and 10 means you strongly support school vouchers and 5 means you neither support nor oppose.

[L211B] SPLIT B The Dual Language Immersion program allows public school students in kindergarten through 12th grade to take classes in both Spanish and English. Supporters of this program argue that it achieves better educational outcomes for all students, especially Latino children in the school system. Opponents of this policy argue that it is bad for local public schools that already lack basic resources, and it could take even more money away from those students.

On a scale of 0 - 10, how much would you say you support Dual Language Immersion? 0 means you strongly oppose Dual Language Immersion and 10 means you strongly support Dual Language Immersion and 5 means you neither support nor oppose this program.

Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with the following statements: GRID 1 – SCREEN

[L212] Military recruiters should have the same access to high school students as college and industry recruiters

[L213] Military service is a good way for people like me and my family to move up in the world.

[L214] As more Latinos serve in the military, Latinos will be more accepted as American.

- Strongly agree ................................................................... 1
- Somewhat agree .................................................................. 2
- Somewhat disagree ........................................................... 3
- Strongly disagree .............................................................. 4

[L215] Which of the following two statements do you agree with more: (1) The U.S. should deal with its own problems, while letting other countries get along as best they can; OR (2) The U.S. should help other countries deal with their problems, even if that means more military intervention

- U.S. deal with own problems ........................................... 1
- U.S. should help other countries ..................................... 2
- Don’t Know ....................................................................... 88
A: Manuel López, has been described by his colleagues in local government as an intelligent, tough, and ambitious candidate and a strong leader. In a recent speech, Mr. López said, “I am seeking election to the U.S. House of Representatives because I believe that we need effective leaders in Washington, who will fight for the public!”

B: Manuel López, has been described by his colleagues in local government as an intelligent, compassionate, and understanding candidate and a caring leader. In a recent speech, Mr. López said, “I am seeking election to the U.S. House of Representatives because I believe that we need effective leaders in Washington, who will serve the public!”

C: Manuela López, has been described by her colleagues in local government as an intelligent, tough, and ambitious candidate and a strong leader. In a recent speech, Ms. López said, “I am seeking election to the U.S. House of Representatives because I believe that we need effective leaders in Washington, who will fight for the public!”

D: Manuela López, has been described by her colleagues in local government as an intelligent, compassionate, and understanding candidate and a caring leader. In a recent speech, Ms. López said, “I am seeking election to the U.S. House of Representatives because I believe that we need effective leaders in Washington, who will serve the public!”

E: Jay Larsen, has been described by his colleagues in local government as an intelligent, tough, and ambitious candidate and a strong leader. In a recent speech, Mr. Larsen said, “I am seeking election to the U.S. House of Representatives because I believe that we need effective leaders in Washington, who will fight for the public!”

F: Jay Larsen, has been described by his colleagues in local government as an intelligent, compassionate, and understanding candidate and a caring leader. In a recent speech, Mr. Larsen said, “I am seeking election to the U.S. House of Representatives because I believe that we need effective leaders in Washington, who will serve the public!”

G: Jill Larsen, has been described by her colleagues in local government as an intelligent, tough, and ambitious candidate and a strong leader. In a recent speech, Ms. Larsen said, “I am seeking election to the U.S. House of Representatives because I believe that we need effective leaders in Washington, who will fight for the public!”

H: Jill Larsen, has been described by her colleagues in local government as an intelligent, compassionate, and understanding candidate and a caring leader. In a recent speech, Ms. Larsen said, “I am seeking election to the U.S. House of Representatives because I believe that we need effective leaders in Washington, who will serve the public!”
[L216] Because of the kind of person [Name] is, how much do you like or dislike [Pronoun1]?

Dislike [Pronoun1] very much........................................ 1
Dislike [Pronoun1] somewhat........................................ 2
Neither dislike nor like [Pronoun1]............................... 3
Like [Pronoun1] somewhat ......................................... 4
Like [Pronoun1] very much......................................... 5

[L217] How well do you think [Name] would represent your concerns and interests?

Extremely poorly......................................................... 1
Very poorly............................................................... 2
Somewhat poorly ....................................................... 3
Neither well nor poorly.............................................. 4
Somewhat well.......................................................... 5
Very well................................................................. 6
Extremely well......................................................... 7

[L218] How likely is it that you would vote for [Name] if [Pronoun2] were running for the U.S. House of Representatives?

Extremely unlikely ..................................................... 1
Very likely............................................................... 2
Somewhat likely........................................................ 3
Somewhat unlikely.................................................... 4
Very unlikely............................................................ 5
Extremely unlikely ..................................................... 6

Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

[L219] Most men are better suited emotionally for politics than are most women?

[L220] A man should be in control of his wife?

Strongly disagree....................................................... 1
Somewhat disagree.................................................... 2
Neither agree nor disagree........................................ 3
Somewhat agree....................................................... 4
Strongly agree.......................................................... 5
SPLIT 1: Imagine you live in a neighborhood where most adults can legally vote and the race between the two main parties was very close.

SPLIT 2: Imagine you live in a neighborhood where many adults cannot vote by law and the race between the two main parties was very close.

SPLIT 3: Imagine you live in a neighborhood where most adults can legally vote and one party’s candidates were heavily favored to win in the election.

SPLIT 4: Imagine you live in a neighborhood where many adults cannot vote by law and one party’s candidates were heavily favored to win in the election.

SPLIT 5: Imagine you live in a neighborhood where the race between the two main parties was very close.

SPLIT 6: Imagine you live in a neighborhood where one party’s candidates were heavily favored to win in the election.

[C221] How likely would you have been to turn out to vote under those circumstances?

- Not at all likely................................................................. 1
- Not very likely................................................................. 2
- Somewhat likely............................................................... 3
- Very likely......................................................................... 4

[C222] How important do you think it would be for voters to be informed about the issues?

- Very important............................................................... 1
- Somewhat important...................................................... 2
- Not very important......................................................... 3
- Not important at all........................................................ 4

[C223] How much do you think your vote would matter in that neighborhood?

- It would matter a lot......................................................... 1
- It would matter some..................................................... 2
- It would not matter very much....................................... 3
- It would not matter at all................................................ 4

[C224] Have you ever used the camera on your mobile device to record police misconduct?

- No, I have never done that............................................. 1
- Yes, I have done that once............................................ 2
- Yes, I have done that two or more times....................... 3
- I do not have a mobile device with a camera............... 4
[C225] How would you rate your overall physical health at the present time? Would you say it is excellent, very good, good, fair or poor?

Excellent................................................................. 1
Very good.............................................................. 2
Good........................................................................ 3
Fair......................................................................... 4
Poor....................................................................... 5

[C226] How much, if anything, have you heard about the Black Lives Matter movement—a lot, some, a little, or nothing at all?

A lot............................................................ 1
Some.................................................................... 2
A little............................................................. 3
Nothing at all.................................................. 4

[BL227] How well, if at all, do you feel you understand the goals of the Black Lives Matter movement—would you say very well, fairly well, not too well or not at all well?

Very well.......................................................... 1
Fairly well......................................................... 2
Not too well..................................................... 3
Not at all well............................................... 4

[C228] From what you have heard about the Black Lives Matter movement, do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose, or strongly oppose the Black Lives Matter movement activism?

Strongly support........................................... 1
Somewhat support....................................... 2
Neither support or oppose.......................... 3
Somewhat oppose........................................ 4
Strongly oppose......................................... 5

[BL229] How effective do you think the Black Lives Matter movement will be in helping Blacks achieve equality in this country—very effective, somewhat effective, not too effective or not at all effective?

Very effective.............................................. 1
Somewhat effective..................................... 2
Not too effective......................................... 3
Not at all effective....................................... 4
Don’t know............................................... 88

[L230] National attention has focused on the treatment of African Americans by the local police, do you think Latinos experience similar treatment by the local police?

Yes.............................................................. 1
No.............................................................. 2
Don’t know............................................... 3
[L231] In your opinion, how do the local police generally treat Latinos? Would you say Latinos are…

- Often treated fairly ........................................................... 1
- Sometimes treated fairly .................................................. 2
- Sometimes treated unfairly ............................................. 3
- Often treated unfairly ...................................................... 4

[L232] How concerned or worried are you about local police officers using excessive force on Latinos?

- Worried a lot ..................................................................... 1
- Worried some ................................................................... 2
- Only A little ...................................................................... 3
- Not at all worried ............................................................. 4

How effective, if at all, are the following tactics for getting your voice heard by elected officials?

[C233] Voting
[C234] Non-Violent Protesting
[C235] Contacting your representatives, including through social media
[C236] Rioting

- Very effective ................................................................. 1
- Somewhat effective ...................................................... 2
- Not too effective .......................................................... 3
- Not at all effective ....................................................... 4

[C237] Do you consider yourself to be…

- Heterosexual or straight .............................................. 1
- Gay .................................................................................. 2
- Lesbian ............................................................................... 3
- Bisexual .............................................................................. 4
- Transgender ........................................................................ 5
- Queer .............................................................................. 6
- Other [SPECIFY] ............................................................ 7

[C238] Do you personally know someone who identifies as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, or Queer?

- Yes .................................................................................. 1
- No ................................................................................... 2

[C239] How important is your gender identity to you?

- Very important ................................................................. 1
- Somewhat important .................................................. 2
- Not that important ...................................................... 3
- Not at all important ....................................................... 4
[C240] Do you think what generally happens to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, or Queer people in this country will have something to do with what happens in your life?

A lot ................................................................. 1
Some ................................................................. 2
Not much ........................................................... 3
Not at all.............................................................. 4

[L241] How strongly do you support or oppose gay, lesbian, and bisexual rights activism?

Strongly support............................................... 1
Somewhat support............................................. 2
Neither support or oppose................................. 3
Somewhat oppose............................................. 4
Strongly oppose............................................... 5

SPLIT ½ GETS C242 RIGHT HERE; OTHER ½ GETS C242 AFTER C261
SPLIT A GETS 242 HERE (see C242A)

[C242] In one sentence, what do you like most about the {IF C25 or C27=1 “Republican Party” / IF C25 or C27=2 “Democratic Party” / IF C27 = 3-88 then randomize Republican Party v Democratic Party}

SHORT TEXT BOX: ________________________

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the following groups?  [Rotate]

[C243] Whites
[C244] Blacks
[C245] Asian Americans
[C246] Immigrants
[C247] Latinos
[C248] Gays and Lesbians
[C249] Muslims
[LA250] [ANS to S8 / S10]

A lot... ................................................................. 1
Some... ............................................................... 2
A little... .............................................................. 3
None at all.......................................................... 4
Don’t know....................................................... 5

[C251] Have you ever been treated unfairly or personally experienced discrimination because of your race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, being an immigrant, religious heritage or having an accent?

Yes................................................................. 1
No ................................................................. 2
[C252] IF S7=2 or 3 & C251=1 Did you experience that discrimination here in the United States, or in your home country?

- In the United States ......................................................... 1
- In my country of origin ................................................... 2
- In both places ................................................................. 3

IF C251=YES, In your opinion, were you unfairly treated because of your [Check all that apply]

GRID – 1 SCREEN

- [C253] Racial background or ethnicity
- [C254] Skin color
- [C255] Gender, gender identity, sexuality
- [C256] Immigration status
- [C257] Religion
- [C258] Accent, regardless of whether or not you have an accent
- [C259] Other: [SPECIFY]

- Yes ...................................................................................... 1
- No ...................................................................................... 2

[C260] [If C251=1] In the most typical incident you experienced, what was the race or ethnicity of the person treating you unfairly? [ROTATE]

- White .................................................................................. 1
- Black ................................................................................... 2
- Asian .................................................................................. 3
- Latino or Hispanic ........................................................... 4
- Other .................................................................................. 5

[C261] [If C251=1] In the most typical incident you experienced, was the skin color of the person/s treating you unfairly lighter than you, darker than you, or same skin color as you? [ROTATE]

- Lighter ................................................................................ 1
- Darker ................................................................................ 2
- About the same .................................................................. 3

SPLIT B GETS 242 PLACEMENT (See C242B)

[C262] As you know, people display a wide variety of physical characteristics. One of these is skin color. Displayed below is a skin color scale that ranges from 1 to 10. The 10 shades of skin color are represented by a hand of identical form, but differing in color. Which hand shown below comes closest to your skin color?
[C263] How important have your **parents** been for learning about what you currently know or think about U.S. politics?  
9 Point Scale as shown below with same labels...

![9 Point Scale]

Not at all important: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Extremely important

[C264] How important have your **children or younger persons** been for learning about what you currently know or think about U.S. politics?  
9 Point Scale as shown below with same labels...

![9 Point Scale]

Not at all important: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Extremely important

[C265] If C263 & C264 = SAME RANK ABOVE] If you had to say which was more important, how would you rank the importance of each of the sources below for learning about U.S. politics?  
...Can we use a ranking widget as shown below...if not use response categories.

_1 Your parents (rank 1 or 2)
_2 Your children or younger persons (rank 1 or 2)

If you had to rank one as more important, which source mattered more for learning about U.S. politics?

Drag your choices onto the numbered boxes on the left to rank each of the characteristics below.

1 [Parents]
2 [Children or younger persons]

[L266] Regardless of which party you normally support, which political party do you think is better at

SPLIT A) speaking up for disadvantaged groups in our society?
SPLIT B) speaking up for Latinos in our society?

Republicans ................................................................. 1
Democrats ................................................................. 2
Both equally ............................................................... 3
Neither party is better than the other ...................... 4

[L267] Regardless of which party you normally support, which political party do you think is better at

SPLIT A) speaking up for American principles and values?
SPLIT B) speaking up for Christian principles and values?

Republicans ................................................................. 1
Democrats ................................................................. 2
Both equally ............................................................... 3
Neither party is better than the other ...................... 4
[L268] How much of a problem do you think discrimination against (HISPANICS/LATINOS) is in preventing (HISPANICS/LATINOS) in general from succeeding in America?

- The primary problem ...................................................... 1
- A major problem .............................................................. 2
- A moderate problem ....................................................... 3
- A minor problem ............................................................. 4
- Not a problem at all ......................................................... 5

[Randomize order of the following response alternatives]

1. Income levels and education of (HISPANICS/LATINOS)
2. Skin color of (HISPANICS/LATINOS)
3. Language skills of (HISPANICS/LATINOS)
4. Immigration status of (HISPANICS/LATINOS)
5. Political language used to describe (HISPANICS/LATINOS)

[L269] Discrimination can result from many factors. Which of the following do you consider the biggest cause of discrimination against (HISPANICS/LATINOS)?

[L270] If you believe non-(HISPANICS/LATINOS) might discriminate against you because you are HISPANIC/LATINO, would you try to conceal or emphasize your HISPANIC/LATINO ethnicity?

- Definitely try to hide my (HISPANIC/LATINO) ethnicity ...................... 1
- Probably try to hide my (HISPANIC/LATINO) ethnicity ........................ 2
- Neither try to hide nor emphasize my (HISPANIC/LATINO) ethnicity .... 3
- Probably try to emphasize my (HISPANIC/LATINO) ethnicity ............ 4
- Definitely try to emphasize my (HISPANIC/LATINO) ethnicity .......... 5

[L271] How accurately do you think non-HISPANIC/LATINO people can guess your immigration status, such as if you are a citizen, non-citizen, U.S. born or foreign-born?

- Extremely accurately ........................................................ 1
- Very accurately ................................................................. 2
- Moderately accurately ...................................................... 3
- Slightly accurately ............................................................. 4
- Not accurately at all ......................................................... 5

Please indicate how many – if any – children you have:

C272 Boys: _____  C273 Girls: _____
Experiment with block group assignment. For Latino, Black, and Asian samples, please randomly assign into two blocks of n=1500 (ie. Block A, Block B). For Whites, randomly assign into two blocks of n=500.

For respondents assigned to BLOCK A, randomize the assignment of the following three conditions: (1) No prime, (2) “with all of the public attention to healthy living”, (3) “with all of the public attention to immigration issues.”

[C274] BLOCK A Thinking ahead to next year, suppose that one day you need the help of a medical professional, [experimental condition 2-3], how comfortable would you be going to a doctor or a nurse or a clinic for health care services?

Not at all comfortable

[ ] 1 [ ] 2 [ ] 3 [ ] 4 [ ] 5 [ ] 6 [ ] 7 [ ] 8 [ ] 9

Very comfortable

For respondents assigned to BLOCK B, randomize the assignment of the following three conditions: (1) No prime, (2) “with all of the public attention to neighborhood crime”, (3) “with all of the public attention to immigration issues.”

[C275] BLOCK B Thinking ahead to next year, suppose that one day you need the help of a police officer, [experimental condition 2-3], how comfortable would you be going to a police or other law enforcement officials for help?

Not at all comfortable

[ ] 1 [ ] 2 [ ] 3 [ ] 4 [ ] 5 [ ] 6 [ ] 7 [ ] 8 [ ] 9

Very comfortable

[C276] Which of the following two statements do you agree with most: [rotate]

Personal information that I provide to my doctor and health care providers is secure and kept private................................................... 1

Personal information that I provide to my doctor and health care providers is sometimes shared and not always secure........................................ 2

Indicate yes or no, if any of the following events has ever happened to you? GRID – 1 SCREEN

[C277] Ever been stopped and questioned by the police while in a car?

Yes, within the last 5 years.............................................................. 1

Yes, over 5 years ago................................................................. 2

No ................................................................. 3

[C278] Ever been stopped and questioned by the police while you were on foot?

Yes, within the last 5 years.............................................................. 1

Yes, over 5 years ago................................................................. 2

No ................................................................. 3
[C279] Ever been arrested by the police?

   Yes, within the last 5 years.............................................. 1  
   Yes, over 5 years ago ....................................................... 2  
   No ...................................................................................... 3

[C280] Been treated unfairly or with excessive force by a police officer?

   Yes, within the last 5 years.............................................. 1  
   Yes, over 5 years ago ....................................................... 2  
   No ...................................................................................... 3

Indicate yes or no, if any of the following events has ever happened to you? GRID – 1 SCREEN

[C281] Have you been a victim of any crime?

   Yes, within the last 5 years.............................................. 1  
   Yes, over 5 years ago ....................................................... 2  
   No ...................................................................................... 3

[C282] Do you know someone who has been a victim of any crime?

   Yes, within the last 5 years.............................................. 1  
   Yes, over 5 years ago ....................................................... 2  
   No ...................................................................................... 3

[C283] Been charged a fine or fee based on violation of a non-criminal city ordinance, such as driving without insurance, not mowing your lawn, disorderly conduct, loitering, and failure to appear in court?

   Yes, within the last 5 years.............................................. 1  
   Yes, over 5 years ago ....................................................... 2  
   No ...................................................................................... 3

[C284] Been on probation or parole?

   Yes, within the last 5 years.............................................. 1  
   Yes, over 5 years ago ....................................................... 2  
   No ...................................................................................... 3

[C285] Not counting minor traffic offenses, have you ever been convicted of or pled guilty to any of the following types of crimes as an adult?

   Misdemeanor................................................................. 1  
   Felony .............................................................................. 2  
   No, none of these............................................................. 3
[C286] Consider your closest network of friends and family-the people you talk to on a regular basis about things that happen in your life. Do you know anyone that has been convicted of a felony?

No..............................................1
Yes, one person.................................2
Yes, two or more people.........................3

[C287] How good a job are the police doing in dealing with the problems that really concern people in your city? Would you say they are doing a . . .

Very good job..................................................1
Good job.........................................................2
Fair job...........................................................3
Poor job.........................................................4

[C288] How concerned are you about crime in your city?

Very concerned ...............................................1
A little concerned ..........................................2
Not at all concerned ....................................3

[C289] Have you or someone you know been in jail or prison?

Yes, I have......................................................1
Yes, someone I know.................................2
No, none of these .......................................3

[L290] Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Police are more likely to unjustly use deadly force against African-Americans than against whites.

Strongly Agree .................................................1
Somewhat Agree ............................................2
Neither Disagree or Agree .........................3
Somewhat Disagree .....................................4
Strongly Disagree .........................................5

Match to same splits on L210/L211 above

[IF IN L210A] John Turner is a [A Democrat / B Republican / C CONTROL] candidate for U.S Congress. For the past 6 years, Turner has worked hard on policies that ensure parents have access to school voucher tuition credit programs where they can send their children to any school of their choice.

[L291] On a scale of 0-10 please rate how favorably you feel towards John Turner. 0 means extremely unfavorable and 10 means extremely favorable and 5 means neither favorable or unfavorable.
[IF IN L211B] John Turner is a [A Democrat / B Republican / C CONTROL] candidate for U.S Congress. For the past 6 years, Turner has worked hard on policies that ensure schools throughout the community participate in the Dual Language Immersion program where classes are taught in both English and Spanish.

[L292] On a scale of 0-10 please rate how favorably you feel towards John Turner. 0 means extremely unfavorable and 10 means extremely favorable and 5 means neither favorable or unfavorable

[L293] On a scale of 0-10 please rate how favorably you feel towards the Democratic party. 0 means extremely unfavorable and 10 means extremely favorable and 5 means neither favorable or unfavorable

[L294] On a scale of 0-10 please rate how favorably you feel towards the Republican party. 0 means extremely unfavorable and 10 means extremely favorable and 5 means neither favorable or unfavorable

[L295] SPLIT A. My state does not respond to my needs, it would be better if Congress had more control over policies on the economy that affect me personally.

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Agree .................................................................................. 2
Disagree ............................................................................. 3
Strongly disagree .............................................................. 4

[L296] SPLIT B. Congress does not respond to my needs, it would be better if my city had more control over policies on the economy that affect me personally.

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Agree .................................................................................. 2
Disagree ............................................................................. 3
Strongly disagree .............................................................. 4

[L297] SPLIT A. My state does not respond to my needs, it would be better if Congress had more control over policies on education that affect me personally.

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Agree .................................................................................. 2
Disagree ............................................................................. 3
Strongly disagree .............................................................. 4

[L298] SPLIT B. Congress does not respond to my needs, it would be better if my city had more control over policies on education that affect me personally.

Strongly agree ................................................................. 1
Agree .................................................................................. 2
Disagree ............................................................................. 3
Strongly disagree .............................................................. 4
[L299] If there were more Latino or Hispanic Republican candidates, I would be more likely to vote Republican.

- Strongly agree .......................................................... 1
- Agree ........................................................................ 2
- Disagree ................................................................... 3
- Strongly disagree ..................................................... 4

[L300] How strongly do you support or oppose Immigrant Rights activism?

- Strongly support......................................................... 1
- Somewhat support.................................................... 2
- Neither support or oppose ........................................ 3
- Somewhat oppose..................................................... 4
- Strongly oppose........................................................ 5

[L301] Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Anti-immigrant sentiments are really anti-Latino sentiments.

- Strongly Agree .......................................................... 1
- Somewhat Agree ....................................................... 2
- Neither Disagree or Agree ........................................ 3
- Somewhat Disagree .................................................. 4
- Strongly Disagree ....................................................... 5

[L302] How much does Latinos ‘doing well’ depend on African American also doing well? A lot, some, a little or not at all?

- A lot ................................................................. 1
- Some ............................................................... 2
- Not much .......................................................... 3
- Not at all.............................................................. 4
- Don’t Know.............................................................. 88

[LA303] What happens generally to [ANS to S8 / S10] people in this country will have something to do with what happens in your life.

- Strongly Agree .......................................................... 1
- Somewhat Agree ....................................................... 2
- Neither Disagree or Agree ........................................ 3
- Somewhat Disagree .................................................. 4
- Strongly Disagree ....................................................... 5
Randomize Half Watch Black Larson Video other Half Watch White Larson Video.

***Create a variable to identify time on page.

PLEASE READ THE WEBSITE BIO OF A CANDIDATE WHO RAN FOR THE U.S. SENATE THIS YEAR AND WATCH THE FOLLOWING 40-SECOND COMMERCIAL.

Sam Larson is a Democrat running for the U.S. Senate. He is married with three children. Larson has served in Congress since 2005 and represents a congressional district where [TEXT INSERTION] is African-American. Larson has been waging — and winning — tough fights on behalf of hardworking families for over a decade. He will do the same in the Senate.

Text Insertion
- SPLIT A: less than 25 percent of the population
- SPLIT B: 25 percent of the population
- SPLIT C: 50 percent of the population
- SPLIT D: 75 percent of the population
- SPLIT E: more than 75 percent of the population

How likely is it that you would vote for Larson if he was running for the Senate in your state?

Extremely Likely.................................................... 1
Somewhat Likely .................................................... 2
Neutral.................................................... 3
Somewhat Unlikely.................................................... 4
Extremely Unlikely.................................................... 5

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements about Sam Larson:
GRID – 1 SCREEN

He can relate to people like me.
He would make a good Senator
He has bad ideas.
He is trustworthy.

Strongly Disagree.................................................... 1
Somewhat Disagree.................................................... 2
Neither Agree nor Disagree.................................................... 3
Somewhat Agree.................................................... 4
Strongly Agree.................................................... 5
[BW 310] Which racial or ethnic group best describes Sam Larson? RANDOMIZE RESPONSE
OPTIONS?

Asian.................................................... 1
Black/African American .................................................... 2
Hispanic or Latino.................................................... 3
White (Non-Hispanic or Latino).................................................... 4
American Indian and Alaska Native.................................................... 5
Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander.................................................... 6

How much time do you think that Black members of Congress should spend working on the following six policy proposals and bills?

[B311] A bill to equalize funding between inner-city minority public schools and suburban public schools.
[B312] The bill that authorized the recently opened national cultural and historical museum for African Americans in Washington, D.C..
[B313] A bill to ban the Confederate flag from all public buildings.
[B314] A bill to ban all billboard advertisement of alcohol and cigarette products in inner-city minority communities.
[B315] A bill for a constitutional amendment to protect affirmative action programs for minorities and women.
[B316] A bill to acknowledge the fundamental injustice and cruelty of slavery.

Most of their time………..1
Some of their time……………..2
None of their time……………..3

[C317] How much real change do you think there has been in the economic position of [ANS to S2] in the past few years: a lot, some, or not much at all?

A lot……………..1
Some……………..2
Not much at all……………..3
Don’t Know……………..88

[C318] Now what about in your neighborhood. How much real change do you think there has been in the economic position of [ANS to S2] in your neighborhood the past few years: a lot, some, or not much at all?

A lot……………..1
Some……………..2
Not much at all……………..3
Don’t Know……………..88
How often have you had involuntary dealings with these government agencies or officials in your community? [Often, Sometimes, Occasionally, Never]

[C319] Police or school resource officers
[C320] Courts
[C321] Probation or parole offices
[C322] Bail offices
[C323] Halfway house or treatment facility
[C324] The local housing authority
[C325] The local jail or state prison
[C326] Child welfare system
[C327] Family court

Very often……………..1
Sometimes……………..2
Occasionally……………..3
Never……………..4

[C328] How well were you treated by [insert each agency that R said they had at least occasional dealings with] – very well, fairly well, fairly badly, or very badly? ASK IF PREVIOUS ANSWER 1, 2, 3 ABOVE

_1 Police or school resource officers
_2 Courts
_3 Probation or parole offices
_4 Bail offices
_5 Halfway house or treatment facility
_6 The local housing authority
_7 The local jail or state prison
_8 Child welfare system
_9 Family court

Very well……………..1
Fairly well……………..2
Fairly badly……………..3
Very badly……………..4

In the past 12 months, have you used any of the following financial services:

[C329] Payday lending store or cash advance service
[C330] Checking-cashing store
[C331] Bank Account
[C332] Pawnshop
[C333] Title Loan

Yes……………..1
No……………..2
[C334] “Do you favor or oppose the death penalty for persons convicted of murder?”

Strongly favor ................................................................. 1
Somewhat favor .............................................................. 2
Somewhat oppose ......................................................... 3
Strongly oppose ............................................................ 4

Below is a list of federal government programs. For each one, please indicate whether you would like to see federal spending increased or decreased or stay the same.

[C335] Public education
[C336] Police
[C337] Tightening border security to prevent [SPLIT A illegal/ SPLIT B undocumented] immigration
[C338] Aid to the poor
[C339] Medicare, Medicaid and health services
[C340] Veterans benefits and services
[C341] Roads, bridges and infrastructure

Decrease……………..1
Increase……………..2
Stay the same ……………..3

[C342] Please enter your current zipcode: _________

[C343] How long have you lived in this city?
(RECORD YEARS, REFUSED = 9999)

______ Years lived in city

[C344] How long you have been living at your current address?
(RECORD YEARS, REFUSED = 9999)

______ Years living at current address

[C345] [If C344= LESS THAN 5 YEARS] What was your main reason for moving to your current address?
(SELECT ONLY ONE)

Family-related................................................... 1
Change in marital status ................................. 2
Other family reason ........................................ 3
To establish own household .......................... 4
Job-related Retired ...................................... 5
To look for work or lost job ......................... 6
To be closer to work/ easier commute ...... 7
New job or job transfer ............................... 8
Foreclosure/eviction............................................ 9
Better neighborhood/less crime .................... 10
Wanted cheaper housing .............................. 11
Wanted new home/apartment ..................... 12
Natural disaster ............................................. 13
Change of climate .......................................... 14
Health reasons .............................................. 15
To attend or leave college ............................ 16
Other reasons .............................................. 17

[C346] Have you ever lived somewhere else besides this current city?

Yes……………..1
No……………..2
[C347] In what city and state did you used to live before? City: ____________________ State: ____

[C348] How often do you talk with or visit with your nearest neighbors?

Never………………...1
Once a year or less………………...2
Several times a year………………...3
Once a month………………...4
Several times month………………...5
Once a week………………...6
Several times a week………………...7
Just about everyday………………...8

[C349] Please indicate the approximate racial/ethnic composition of the neighborhood where you currently live. Responses must add up to 100 percent. (Note: use a sliding scale that adds up to 100)

_1 Percent White................................................... 1 – 100
_2 Percent Black ................................................... 1 – 100
_3 Percent Latino or Hispanic............................ 1 – 100
_4 Percent Asian ................................................... 1 – 100
_5 Percent Other.................................................. 1 – 100

Overall, how would you rate the following local goods and services in your neighborhood?

[Rotate Options] SPLIT SAMPLE ODD/EVEN

[C350] Public schools
[C351] Police protection
[C352] Fire protection
[C353] Public parks/recreation
[C354] Public works (trash/recyclables, streets, sewers, snow removal)
[C355] Public housing
[C356] Public transportation
[C357] Public libraries
[C358] Access to hospitals/health care facilities
[C359] Access to groceries stores with affordable, healthy food options
[C360] Access to other retail shopping

Excellent..................................................................................... 1
Very good....................................................................................2
Good........................................................................................... 3
Fair ............................................................................................. 4
Poor............................................................................................. 5
[C361] Overall, how would you rate your community as a place to live?

Excellent................................................................. 1
Very good............................................................. 2
Good........................................................................ 3
Fair ........................................................................... 4
Poor....................................................................... 5

[C362] Would you move away from this address if you could?

Yes........................................................................ 1
No........................................................................... 2

[C363] If you were looking to move, and found affordable housing in a few different neighborhoods, in which of the following neighborhoods would you personally feel most comfortable?

Neighbors entirely of other [ANS to S2]................................. 1
Neighbors mostly of [ANS to S2]..................................2
Neighbors mostly of different racial or ethnic backgrounds........3

[L364] Now take a moment to think about all the people in your family, your friends, co-workers, and other people you know. Do you happen to know somebody who is an undocumented immigrant? This is completely anonymous, and just for a simple demographic analysis.

Yes........................................................................ 1
No........................................................................... 2
Don’t know.......................................................... 3

[L365] [IF L364=1] Is that a family member or a friend, who is undocumented, or do you know both?

Family member......................................................... 1
A friend................................................................. 2
Both ................................................................. 3
Don’t know.......................................................... 4

[L366] How worried are you that people you know might be detained or deported for immigration reasons?

Extremely worried .................................................. 1
Very worried .......................................................... 2
Somewhat worried ............................................... 3
A little worried...................................................... 4
Not at all worried.................................................. 5
[L367] IF S10=12 Recently, the Mexican government used force to control teachers who were protesting against education reforms in México. Do you agree with the government’s response?

Strongly agree ......................................................... 1
Somewhat agree ...................................................... 2
Somewhat disagree .................................................. 3
Strongly disagree .................................................... 4

[L368] IF S10=12 Do you agree or disagree with Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto’s decision to host Donald Trump for a meeting and press conference back in September 2016.

Strongly agree ......................................................... 1
Somewhat agree ...................................................... 2
Somewhat disagree .................................................. 3
Strongly disagree .................................................... 4

[L369] IF S7=2,3 When it comes to news and information about politics, how often do you use or rely on news sources from your home country?

Every day ................................................................. 1
A few times per week ................................................. 2
Once per week ........................................................ 3
A few times per month ............................................... 4
A few times per year .................................................. 5
Never ..................................................................... 6

[A370] Generally speaking, do you think the media portrayals of Asians and Asian Americans on TV here in the United States are… {rotate top-to-bottom}

Very positive ......................................................... 1
Somewhat positive .................................................. 2
Neither ................................................................... 3
Somewhat negative ............................................... 4
Very negative ......................................................... 5

[A371] When you read or hear about Donald Trump criticizing immigrants, do you think he is mostly talking about Latinos, or do you think he is also being critical of Asians here in the United States?

Only about Latinos ................................................. 1
Also about Asians .................................................. 2

[A372] Do you think that Barack Obama, as the first African American president in the U.S., provided hope and opportunity for just Black Americans, or for all racial minority groups in the U.S. including Asian Americans.

Just for Black Americans ....................................... 1
All racial minorities including Asians ...................... 2
[C373] If you were walking down the street, what race do you think other Americans who do not know you personally would assume you were based on what you look like? [ROTATE LIST]

White.................................................................................. 1
Black................................................................................... 2
Latino or Hispanic........................................................... 3
Asian .................................................................................. 4
Middle Eastern/Arab ...................................................... 5
American Indian or Alaskan Native.............................. 6
Other: SPECIFY .............................................................. 7

[C374]. [If S7=2, 3] What year did you first arrive to live in the US [If S7=3, “mainland”]?

Dropdown    ______ Year of arrival

[C375] IF S7=2 & S5=2. Which of the following best describes you…

I am a naturalized U.S. citizen................................. 1
Have applied for citizenship, but not yet finished ...... 2
Legal permanent resident, but not applying for citizenship.................. 3
I have a Visa................................................................. 4
Not eligible to apply for citizenship........................... 5
Other: SPECIFY.............................................................. 6

[C376] IF S7=2 & S5=1. OR C375=1 In what year did you become a naturalized U.S. citizen?      _________

[C377] [IF S7=1]. Were your parents born in the United States, [IF LATINO “Puerto Rico”] or in another country?

Both parents born in the U.S. ..........................1
Both parents born in another country..................2
(IF LATINO, SHOW: Both parents born in Puerto Rico.................3
1 parent born in U.S. / 1 parent born elsewhere...........4
Don’t know.................................88

[C378] IF C377=2/4. In what year did your parents migrate to the U.S.?

Drop down with year:    C378M Mother ______  C378F Father _______
Note: C378b_1 used if answer=4 on C377 only 1 parent born outside U.S.

[C379] IF C377=1 or 4. How about your grandparents? Where were they born?

All 4 grandparents born in U.S. ..........................1
3 grandparents born in U.S. / 1 elsewhere.................2
2 grandparents born in U.S. / 2 elsewhere..................3
1 grandparent born in U.S. / 3 elsewhere............... 4
All 4 grandparents born outside U.S........................5
Don’t know.................................88
[C380] IF S2=2 or 3. Do you consider any part of your ancestry or family origin to be Afro-Latino, that is to include both African and Latin American ancestry?

No ...................................................................................... 1
Yes, Afro-Latino .............................................................. 2
Don’t know ....................................................................... 3

[C381] What is the highest level of education you completed?

Grades 1 – 8………………..1
Some High School………………..2
High School graduate or GED………………..3
Some college, 2-year degree………………..4
4-year college graduate………………..5
Post-graduate education………………..6

[C382] What is the highest education level of each of your parents?

C382M  Mother  C382F  Father
Same options as C381  Same options as C381

[C383] What was your total combined household income in 2015 before taxes. This question is completely confidential and just used to help classify the responses, but it is very important to the research.

Less than $20,000………………..1
$20,000 to $29,999………………..2
$30,000 to $39,999………………..3
$40,000 to $49,999………………..4
$50,000 to $59,999………………..5
$60,000 to $69,999………………..6
$70,000 to $79,999………………..7
$80,000 to $89,999………………..8
$90,000 to $99,999………………..9
$100,000 to $149,999………………..10
$150,000 to $199,999………………..11
$200,000 or more………………..12
Did not give any answer………………..99

[C384] [IF NO ANSWER (99) ON C383] Okay, how about something much simpler. Was your household income last year:

Less than $40,000………………..1
$40,000 to $79,999………………..2
Over $80,000………………..3
[C385]. Are you currently…

Single………………..1
Single but living with someone………………..2
Married………………..3
Divorced………………..4
Widowed………………..5

[C386]. [If C385= 2/3 “What is”] [IF C385=4/5 “What was”] the race/ethnicity of your spouse or partner?

White, not-Hispanic......................................................... 1
Hispanic or Latino........................................................... 2
African American............................................................. 3
Asian American.............................................................. 4
Middle Eastern or Arab.................................................. 5
American Indian/Native American .............................. 6
Other.................................................................................. 7

[C387] IF C272>0 OR C273>0. Of your children, who has most recently celebrated a birthday, how would you rate that child’s overall physical health?

Excellent............................................................................ 1
Very good.......................................................................... 2
Good.................................................................................. 3
Fair ..................................................................................... 4
Poor.................................................................................... 5

[C388]. Do you currently have health insurance coverage?

Yes………………..1
No………………..2
Don’t Know………………..88

[C389]. Do you currently own the home you live in, rent, or live with someone else?

Rent……………….1
Homeowner……………….2
Live with someone else……………….3

[C390]. Are you currently…

Employed full-time.......................................................... 1
Employed part-time.......................................................... 2
A full-time student........................................................... 3
Retired............................................................................... 4
Currently unemployed..................................................... 5
Homemaker...................................................................... 6
[C391] Please indicate if you or any member of your family is currently serving in the U.S. military or a veteran?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently serving</th>
<th>A veteran</th>
<th>Never served</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yourself</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aunt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cousin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandfather</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandmother</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step-parent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse/partner</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child or step-child</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other: SPECIFY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[C392] Do you currently have an up to date, non-expired driver’s license or state-issued photo identification card, or like many people, do you not have one?

- Yes, I have a non-expired photo ID ......................... 1
- I have a photo ID, but it is expired ......................... 2
- I do not have a state-issued photo ID ....................... 3

[C393] IF S7=2 & C375 NOT 1. How worried are you that you might be deported from the United States?

- Extremely worried ............................................... 1
- Very worried ....................................................... 2
- Somewhat worried .................................................. 3
- A little worried .................................................... 4
- Not at all worried .................................................. 5

[C394] IF S7=2 & C375 NOT 1. How many people do you know who have been detained or deported for immigration reasons?

_____________________________
Principal Investigators: Matt A. Barreto, Lorrie Frasure-Yokley, Edward D. Vargas, Janelle Wong

Methodology: A total of 10,145 completed interviews were collected online in a respondent self-administered format from December 3, 2016 to February 15, 2017. The survey (and invitation) was available to respondents in English, Spanish, Chinese (simplified), Chinese (traditional), Korean, and Vietnamese. Because of the primary interest in the 2016 election, the project started with large sample of registered voters, to provide large sample size for analyses. The data also include an adult sample of non-registered voters as well, including non-citizens. Overall sample sizes were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Asian</th>
<th>White, not-Hispanic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered to vote</td>
<td>6,024</td>
<td>1,816</td>
<td>2,002</td>
<td>1,503</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not registered</td>
<td>4,121</td>
<td>1,187</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,503</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,145</td>
<td>3,003</td>
<td>3,102</td>
<td>3,006</td>
<td>1,034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The full data are weighted within each racial group to match the adult population in the 2015 Census ACS 1-year data file for age, gender, education, nativity, ancestry, and voter registration status. A post-stratification raking algorithm was used to balance each category within +/- 1 percent of the ACS estimates. Data are not weighted to their national combined racial average. That is, Whites account for 10 percent of all cases, and each racial group roughly 30 percent. If users want to create nationally representative racial composition from the data they can consult the latest ACS data file.

In spring 2016, scholars were invited to collaborate on the 2016 Collaborative Multi-Racial Post-Election Survey (CMPS). The goal of the project was to create the first cooperative, 100% user content driven, multi-racial, multi-ethnic, multi-lingual, post-election online survey in race, ethnicity and politics (REP) in the United States. The survey’s main focus is on attitudes about the 2016 Election and candidates, debates over immigration, policing, and racial equality, and experiences with racial discrimination across many facets of American life.

Questions were user-generated from a team of 86 social scientists across 55 different universities who placed questions on the survey. Users could submit questions for just one single racial group, or common questions across all four racial groups, depending on their interest. In cases where two different users submitted very similar questions the PIs worked to create a single common question. Overall, the survey contains 394 questions and median completion time of 43.2 minutes.

Data for registered voters comes from the national voter registration database email sample, and respondents were randomly selected to participate in the study, and confirmed they were registered to vote before starting the survey. For the non-registered sample, emails addresses were randomly selected from various online panel vendors. In total, 298,159 email addresses were selected and sent invitations to participate in the survey and 29,489 people accepted the invitation and started the survey, for an effective response rate of 9.9%. Among the 29,489 people who started the survey, 11,868 potential respondents were terminated due to quotas being full, which resulted in 17,621 who were eligible to take the survey of which 10,145 completed the full questionnaire for a cooperation rate of 57.6%. Respondents were given a $10 or $20 gift card as compensation for their participation. Non-registered voters were randomly selected from one of six online panels of respondents from Federated, Poder, Research Now, Netquest, SSI, and Prodege, and confirmed that they were not registered to vote before starting the survey. Programming and data collection for the full project were overseen by Pacific Market Research in Renton, WA.

In keeping with best practices and data transparency ethics in the social sciences, the original survey data shall be posted to Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) after 4 years, which is expected to be early 2021.
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